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CROSS PARTY GROUP ON ME 
DRAFT MINUTES OF MEETING – 21st March 2012  
1-2.30pm 
COMMITTEE ROOM 4 
 
Key for Acronyms etc. 
CPG – Cross Party Group (in the Scottish Parliament) 
MSP – Member of the Scottish Parliament 
EDMESH – Edinburgh ME Self Help Group 
Falkirk MESH – Falkirk ME Self Help 
MEA – ME Association 
TYMES Trust – The Young ME Sufferers Trust 
Afme – Action for ME 
NA – Needs Assessment 
SGPS – Scottish Good Practice Statement 
BMJ – British Medical Journal 
COE – Centre of Excellence 
DWP – Department of Work & Pensions 
 
Present:  
MSPs: Mary Fee (Convenor), Jim Eadie 
Non MSPs: Kat Allen (EDMESH), Keith Anderson (NHS Fife), Liz Blackadder 
(EDMESH), Jo Bluett,  Helen Brownlie (25% ME Group), Ian Campbell 
(Falkirk MESH), Ewan Dale (MEA), Linda Dunn, Samantha Holt (Perth & 
Kinross Council, Education Dept.), Jane Giakoumakis (Lanarkshire ME 
Support Group), Joan Kerr (EDMESH), Euan MacPherson (Assoc. member, 
25% MEGroup), John McKnight (Cathcart ME), Morag McLaughlin, Elizabeth 
Moncrieff (Perth ME Support Group), Connie Nelson (ScotME), Gregor Purdie 
(NHS Dumfries & Galloway), Lesley Scott (TYMES TRUST), Nick Stroud, 
Denis Turner (Dumfries & Galloway ME Network), Susan Webster (Afme), 
Jenny Young, Rebecca Young (Afme volunteer) 
Minutes: Carol Flack 
 
Apologies: 
MSPs: Siobhan McMahon     
Non MSPs: Miranda Brackenbury, Alison Dunsire, Andrew Gardner, Simon 
Lawrence, Dr. Marilyn McNeill, Peter Menellis, Helen Smith, Norma Turner, 
Janet Graham and Chris Welton, Margaret Williams. 
 
Mary Fee welcomed everyone to the meeting.  
 
Previous minutes (19th Jan 2012) 
Approved with some minor amendments 
 
Matters Arising from Previous Minutes 
 
Press Release 
Mary confirmed that she had sent out a press release following our meeting 
on 19th Jan. She reported that she was very pleased with the response 
generated and will continue to send out a press release after each CPG. 
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New Business 
 
Working Groups – role and remit of working groups (ref. doc circulated with 
meeting papers) 
 
Size of groups: Each of the 6 working groups now have a spokesperson and 
Mary reported that a short meeting had taken place just prior to the CPG 
where she had raised some concerns about the number of emails generated 
by the various groups.  She noted that since a number of people had put 
themselves forward for membership of more than one working group, this 
deviated from the initial proposal that ideally there would be a maximum of 6 
members in each working group. 
 
Mary had raised her concerns at the spokespersons’ meeting and with their 
agreement was bringing the proposal to the meeting to redraft the working 
group membership so that CPG members would choose only one working 
group.  Composition of working groups should not be ‘set in stone’ but a 
membership of 6 could maintain a fluid way of working to allow for specific 
tasks and pieces of work to be undertaken by members of the wider CPG, as 
and when appropriate.  Working groups should be reviewed on an annual 
basis to allow people to move between groups etc.  
 
Jim Eadie endorsed Mary’s comments and stated that the groups should be 
‘time-limited’, subject to annual review.  He said it was the object of the 
working group structure to bring ideas/proposals etc. back to the wider CPG 
to allow input of views at that stage.  Jim commended all those members who 
had been involved in the process of forming and participating in the working 
groups and said he believed that the new structure had the potential to lead to 
real outcomes for the CPG.  
 
There followed some discussion around personal choice and some strong 
feelings were voiced by members who wished to remain involved in more than 
one working group.   
 
Jim Eadie said that, looking at the working group membership sheet, many of 
the groups appeared very ‘top heavy.’  He made the point that working groups 
tended to have 4-6 members and that numbers like 14 and 15 were 
unworkable. 
ACTION Carol to check with existing group members which group would be 
their first choice – will revisit if there are any gaps.  Carol to redraft working 
groups and confirm with members. 
 
Ian C suggested that members should respond to Carol and have the matter 
resolved by Thursday 29 March – agreed. 
 
Mary stated again that there would be a review 
ACTION Carol will make note to schedule review for Dec 2012/Jan 2013 
meeting 
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Spokesperson/feedback reports to CPG: Mary clarified that there would be 
the opportunity for involvement in all decisions reached on work taken forward 
by the individual groups when CPG members received the feedback reports 
from the groups.  It was confirmed that the working group spokesperson 
would prepare a feedback report (one side A4, bullet points as appropriate) in 
advance of each CPG meeting.  This report will be sent out with the meeting 
papers in advance of the CPG meeting. 
ACTION All Spokespersons to provide Carol  with summary from their 
working group, at least one week in advance of the meeting (bear in mind 
some CPG members receive paper copies via post.)  
 
Rota system for feedback: A rota will be produced for the agenda to allow for 
2 groups per meeting to provide a verbal feedback to the wider CPG.  Some 
concern was raised about how this would work, were there going to be 
enough meetings to ensure all working groups could be heard?  Allowing for 6 
meetings per year this will certainly mean that with two feedbacks each time 
we will cover all the topics.  Mary suggested that in planning the agenda we 
endeavour to schedule speakers relevant to the particular working groups 
(where possible) feeding back.  It may be that the speaker will not always be 
relevant to both groups but we will work with that. 
 
Ewan D asked if there could be a mechanism for adjustment.  Mary agreed 
that this was important since the rota system for report backs should not be 
set in stone.  The point was made that there will be a spokespersons’ pre-
meeting, with MSPs, half an hour before the scheduled CPG, where there will 
be an opportunity for any ‘burning issues’ from those groups not scheduled to 
report back at that specific CPG to be raised and taken forward on the agenda 
as appropriate. 
 
Report back from working groups 
See attached summaries for more details – please note not all groups 
produced written summaries at this early stage – we will have these in 
advance of future meetings.  
 
Linda Dunn for Needs Assessment (NA): summary of proposals (see 
attached): 

 Letter to Deputy Health Minister, Michael Mathieson, to ask for formal 
response to the NA 

 Letter to Health Improvement Scotland & NHS Education for Scotland 
asking: Who has responsibility for ME-CFS? And for information on 
ways they plan to support the implementation of the NA 

 Health Boards – to avoid replication, wait for feedback from AfME on its 
recent survey then discuss follow-up 

 
Lesley Scott for Education of Children & Young People: This working group 
has identified the following to be the focus of its deliberations (see attached 
summary): 

 How to provide educational support to children and young people 
suffering from M.E. who cannot sustain mainstream schooling methods 
specifically, any proposal must address: 
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 The particular physical and cognitive dysfunction which is symptomatic 
of M.E. 

 The long duration typical of the illness 
 Support during transitions, both in terms of young people whose 

condition is improving and transition to post-16 education 
 The financial and organisational barriers to progress.  

 
Sam H spoke about the work currently going on at Perth & Kinross Council. 
Virtual Learning Experience (VLE) allows children/young people to access 
education in an environment of their choosing and at a time and in a form 
which they can tolerate and sustain.  
 
Susan W suggested that this could be an opportunity for cross-over with the 
Media/MSP working group.  However, Sam stated that Perth & Kinross would 
prefer to wait till the results of the pilot were launched (in the next academic 
year.) 
 
Gregor Purdie for Education & Training of GPs/SGPS: Summary as follows: 

 Looking at what educational strategies have worked elsewhere e.g. in 
Liverpool and Middlesbrough. Noting that younger doctors were keener 
take up these educational opportunities. Need to look at how we can 
attract established GPs  

 Develop links with NHS Education Scotland (NES) - support in setting 
up training packages and make sure of accreditation (must have 
accreditation to attract the GPs)  

 Looking at developing different educational packages - classic 
conferences of seminars and development of e-learning packages - 
becoming much more popular. Need to look at a portfolio as the 
interaction at a meeting is lost if e-learning at home. 

Lesley S made the point that is really important to look at education within 
universities in order to get it into the under-grad curriculum.  Gregor agreed. 
 
Helen B reminded the group that at the CPG meeting when the SGPS was 
produced there had been talk of a working group but she had not heard 
anything since.  Gregor confirmed that he would be bringing this up with the 
Health Dept that very afternoon.   
 
Euan Mac suggested that Gregor take the 25% Group Report to show to the 
Dept. as they should be interested in the results. 
 
Jo Bluett for Recruitment Lead Clinician/ COE /Research: This group 
presented an initial summary of proposals (see attached.)   It was 
acknowledged that the group membership (currently standing at 15 members) 
was going to alter dramatically due to the changes proposed within this CPG 
meeting so the ‘ownership’ of some of the proposals and indeed the proposals 
themselves would possibly change.   
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Jo reported that there had been some contention about the proposal to follow 
a problem solving process and it was mooted as a possibility that such a 
process could be done outside the working group. 
 
Lesley responded that the contention was not about the ‘problem-solving’ 
process per se. Rather, the difference of opinion was based in the fact that 
part of the group wished to pursue a Managed Clinical Network format 
involving learning from, and building links with the ‘CFS-ME’ clinics in 
England. Lesley objected to this. 
 
Jane G made the point that we should be making use of our own experts i.e. 
contacting Professor Behan who along with Dr Chaudhuri had an M.E clinic at 
the Southern General Neurology Dept in Glasgow.  The clinic saw new 
referrals for diagnosis, conducted drug trials, and had caseloads of research 
subjects/patients to give to other researchers which had always had been a 
problem (ongoing) – this is why we lost Dr Lorna Paul from ME Research – 
without a consultant in Scotland, she could never find enough M.E patients 
to use for her research.  The clinic also conducted research (many papers 
which were published in journals) and brought sufferers into hospital 
for further testing.  Prof Behan also screened patients for other researchers to 
ensure they fitted the M.E criteria before they were allowed to take part in M.E 
research and vitally, provided training to medical students about M.E. 
 
Some differences of opinion were expressed and ultimately the point was 
revisited that the working groups are to be redrafted to aim for a membership 
of 6 people in each. 
ACTION: Carol will maintain a list of people with an interest in particular 
issues relating to any of the working group topics, to form a kind of reserve 
bank. 
 
Susan Webster for Raising Media & MSP Awareness: This group has been 
communicating ideas and suggestions for the M.E. Awareness Week 2012 
event.  As this event was an agenda item, Mary would provide more detail 
later in the meeting. 
 
Helen Brownlie for Welfare Reform: This group has identified its focus and 
possible areas of concern to highlight (see summary attached).   
 
Mary commented there was not a lot of information coming from Westminster 
about the proposed Welfare Reforms - what measures will be put in place to 
address these.  Our Welfare Reform Committee had been set up for the 
purpose of monitoring the situation and in particular what impact the changes 
will have in Scotland.  She suggested that it might be an idea to invite the 
Convenor of the Welfare Reform Committee to the CPG or to draw up 
questions asking about what they intend putting in place? 
 
Helen asked whether any of the MSPs in our CPG are on the Welfare Reform 
Committee.  No, but Mary is Convenor of the Equal Opportunities Committee 
where these issues are also of vital importance. 
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Social Services 
Helen B spoke to this item. She welcomed the chance to give these issues an 
airing, as she felt they had hitherto been underrepresented at CPG, perhaps 
because the most severely affected people who depend on community care 
packages don’t manage to get to meetings. 
 
Helen mentioned that this area had been covered in the 25% ME Group’s 
recent member feedback exercise, and that a separate report on meeting care 
needs had now been produced. Hard and e-copies of the relevant feedback 
were available. 
 
She informed the Group that the Scottish Government had recently 
announced the intention to integrate Health & Social Care services. New 
management and governance structures would require to be put in place. In 
terms of what this would mean for people requiring care, the new structure 
may mean patients have less discussion about which authority is the relevant 
one to covering costs.  
 
In terms of how care packages are delivered, there has been a drive towards 
providing Direct Payments for the person requiring care to purchase their own 
care, as part of a ‘personalisation’ agenda. Helen said that she had some 
reservations about the ability of people with M.E. to take this task on; however 
there were some support services available to assist. Possibly more 
problematic was a simple lack of good quality care available to purchase. In 
this regard she noted that this type of work is poorly paid.   
 
People with M.E. are an unusual care service client group in that sufferers can 
be relatively young, very disabled by the condition, and continue to require 
care services over many years.  
 
Helen also noted that, in terms of assessments for care, people were 
increasingly being asked to “evidence” their care needs. In this regard social 
services appeared to be no better informed than medics regarding M.E. 
 
Mary suggested that since Self-directed Support sits within our Welfare 
Reform working group it would be good to keep an eye on the situation and 
possibly invite the Cabinet Secretary for Health along to a meeting or indeed 
someone from the DWP.  This could be planned for when the Welfare Reform 
group are scheduled to report back to the CPG (as per the proposed rota.) 
 
Euan Mac commented that it was vitally important to have carers who know 
something about M.E. Lack of suitable expertise on the part of paid carers 
had been identified as a significant problem.  
 
Liz B suggested that it might be useful to have contact with voluntary 
organisations such as the Thistle Foundation who could have useful 
knowledge and experience to share including support for people wishing to 
organise their care via Direct Payments. 
  
Helen highlighted a work stream on social care that was underway in Scotland 
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under the auspices of the Long Term Conditions Alliance, which she was part 
of. This facilitated a network of contacts interested in this area, including the 
Stroke Association, and the Joseph Rowntree Trust. 
 
Keith A said how useful it was to have an advocate to assist with the type of 
care people receive in their own homes and particularly with what is 
appropriate to the individual with M.E. i.e. finding care that will deliver flexibly 
to suit the patient rather than at pre-set hours.  In Fife they have a good 
example with the Fife Carers Centre, which is NHS and Local Authority 
funded. 
 
M.E. Awareness Event 8th May 2012  
Carol outlined the event proposal: Tuesday 8th May 2012, 6-8pm 
Garden Lobby, Scottish Parliament.  An informal reception, aimed at raising 
MSP awareness across all parties, to highlight the urgent need to address the 
severe challenges sufferers face in their daily lives. 
 
CPG Speakers: Jo Bluett and Gregor Purdie 
 Invites: Draft invite prepared as per suggestions by media working group – 
circulated to those present.  Invites will go to all MSPs and Parliamentary 
Assistants, those invited to previous events and also to those suggested by 
media working group.  
 
Refreshments: Drinks and nibbles – we aim for an attendance of around 40 
but will calculate refreshments for 30 in order to keep costs down. 
The refreshments in the parliament are expensive and this will in fact account 
for most of the cost of the event (around £500-£600.)  
ACTION Carol to liaise with events team to work out best/least expensive 
option to provide what we need. 
 
The other cost is for the PA system for speeches and showing ‘Voices from 
the Shadow’ on plasma screens - £228. 
 
Denis Turner very kindly offered his PA system but unfortunately once again 
our hands are tied in that you cannot bring such equipment into the 
Parliament but have to use the service they contract. 
 
Some discussion took place about this issue but it was felt that our hands are 
tied given the nature and purpose of this event – reaching MSPs.   
It was pointed out that this is a lesson for planning ahead future events and 
certainly we should be considering M.E. Awareness Week 2013 at our 
September meeting. This was agreed. 
ACTION Carol to make note of this decision for September CPG agenda 
 
Connie N suggested the CPG funds could be put towards the cost of the 
event.  Nick S, Treasurer, confirmed that the balance is £480 approx. but that 
we normally keep these funds to pay expenses of visiting speakers.   
  
Carol confirmed that with regard to the donations towards the event, to date 
we have had a pledge of £100 from the 25% M.E. Group and £100 from Afme 
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Mary requested that a plea for donations from CPG members be sent out as 
soon as possible.  Liz B said that the issue of sponsorship/donation would be 
discussed at the next EDMESH committee meeting. 
 
All funds received will be paid into the CPG account and any left over from 
this event will remain there to be added to by future fundraising etc. 
ACTION Carol to contact CPG members to ask for donations.  
  
Displays and Information: 'Voices from the Shadow' - we will arrange showing 
of DVD or excerpts from the film running on a loop.  Lesley S has kindly 
offered to lend her copy of the DVD (for which she has educational rights to 
use.)  Other members have already made suggestions for publications, 
display items etc. which should be very effective. We will have access to 
display boards and can have stalls set up with relevant information etc. 
ACTION CPG members to contact Carol re. proposals for display materials, 
stalls etc. 
 
Nick S suggested us having a daytime presence in the garden lobby 
(stalls/displays etc.) to maximise impact given that we will be there in the 
evening for the reception. 
Ewan confirmed that just a week ago it was ‘Brain Awareness Week in the 
Scottish Parliament’ and there was a presence in the garden lobby at daytime 
which generated a lot of interest. 
ACTION Carol to look into this as a possibility and get back to the group. 
 
Sam H asked if it would be possible to display the Perth & Kinross VLE work 
through GLOW at the event.  It was agreed that this would be a great idea. 
ACTION Carol to follow up with Sam about this. 
 
 
AOCB 
 
The question was asked whether working groups could arrange to meet up 
outwith CPG meetings.  Yes, any of the groups can meet up wherever they 
choose. It was acknowledged that not everyone has email access or indeed 
prefers to work solely using that method of communication. 
 
Speaker 
Sam H made the offer that someone could come to the CPG to talk about 
VLE and what work they are doing in Perth & Kinross to help children and 
young people.  Sam was asked if someone could come to the next CPG 
meeting (6th June.) 
ACTION Carol to liaise with Sam to make any appropriate arrangements.  
 
Ian C requested that we have an Induction Loop System available at future 
meetings 
ACTION Mary will look into this   
 
 
Date of next meeting: Wednesday 6th June, Committee Room 5 at 1pm  


